
CHANGE MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGIES FOR YOUR 

ERP PROJECT

Change is Easy, Transition is Hard



Introduction

The ability to effectively manage change may very well be the most important skill that executives,
managers and employees need to master. We continue to face accelerated, unprecedented and
dynamic transformations in our personal and professional lives. Organisations are forced by
strong competition to lead, follow or face being left behind. Global markets and technology seem to
change daily as organisations are required to reduce costs, increase customer service and excel at
performance. These requirements are at the heart of the necessity and justification of Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP).

An ERP system touches multiple functions across offices, departments, geographic locations and job 
levels making it critically important to proactively plan for and manage change across all levels of the 
organisation.

Business transformations through ERP will not take place without effectively managing changes
across the three key organisational areas; people, process and technology. In many situations, the
technology and process changes are relatively easy to manage. However, because change resistance can
occur, it is this area that must be a significant focus of your management effort.



Scope of ERP Project
When an organisation implements an ERP system, the 
scope of activities include:

• Designing new business processes to determine 
how the organisation will use the new ERP system 
to do its work;

• Mobilising people within their organisational 
functions to enable them to use the new ERP 
system as intended; and 

• Setting up the ERP system according to the 
business process designs.

A common conclusion by companies after completion 
of an ERP implementation is that they did not do 
enough on the people side; that they did not take it 
seriously enough; and/or that they did not act 
sufficiently early enough.



Creating a Climate for Change
Step Detail Action

Impact Assess current state
Define future state

Assess the impact
Create change roadmap

Audience Audience analysis
Identify sponsors

Create user profiles
Create leadership network

Communication Communicate and inform
Support and engage

Create key message for each
user group

Adoption Drive maximum user adoption
to manage resistance

Set up training, coaching and
supporting exercises

Reinforcement Reinforce the change 
and celebrate success

Listen, evaluate and correct 
processes as required



Engaging and Enabling the Organisation
While the Change Management process may look linear, the execution of these five steps
is rarely straightforward. Rather, the process is dynamic and may move in a non-sequential
pattern. This is acceptable provided all steps are included in the plan. Any of the steps may
also be revisited at any point in the transformation. To assist in the completion of what can be
a very chaotic process, measurements and course adjustments are required throughout.

Implementing or upgrading an ERP system is a good opportunity for an organisation to form
lasting business change. It involves introducing best practices throughout the complete
organisation to extend efficiency, improve overall business performance and maximise the ERP
solution value.

As with any complex project, resistance to change is the norm, not the exception. Expect it,
prepare for it and manage it to reduce the impact that it can have. Ignoring it and hoping it
will go away is not an option.



“Although leaders can’t always make people feel 
comfortable with change, they can minimise discomfort. 

Diagnosing the sources of resistance is the first step 
toward good solutions. And feedback from resistors can 

even be helpful in improving the process of gaining 
acceptance for change.”

Harvard Business Review*



1. Mobilise and Align Leaders & Articulate the Case for Change

As a primary strategy, it is key to articulate the case for change. Encourage teams to speak 
about project scope, rollout strategy and implementation schedule as the ERP project gets 

underway. 



Leadership should understand implementation strategy and clearly define actions to 
support the change and align the change to a bigger picture. 



Communicate project scope, rollout strategy and implementation schedule.



Empower the implementation team and employees by sanctioning them to make decisions.

Five Key Change Management Strategies For ERP Projects 



2. Identify and Manage People, Opportunity and Risk

It is critical for the ERP project team to look at both the opportunity and risk of a project.
A Change Management strategy and team is put in place to deal with the cultural changes 

the implementation will create.



Conduct organisation and people readiness assessments to spot both opportunity and risk 
as early as possible and define actions to examine these opportunities and mitigate risks.



Monitor the people risk mitigation progress by conducting mid and post implementation 
checks.



Identify key stakeholders within the business and across the enterprise to implement best 
practices for adoption.

Five Key Change Management Strategies For ERP Projects 



3. Stakeholder Communications

An important strategy when it involves organisational change management is to define 
and deploy a close communication plan – which answers what's going to be 

communicated, why, to whom (audience), by whom, when, and how.



Definition of project scope, objectives, milestones, deliverables, critical success factors and 
approaches.



Information between and among all project stakeholders.



Plan for the transition process through implementation to post go-live.

Five Key Change Management Strategies For ERP Projects 



4. Create the Organisation of the future

Developing and designing the specified future organisation is additionally key to Change 
Management and ERP. This phase includes assessing job redesign and competency 

requirements for the new environment.



Analyse the present condition of the business, locations and departments in terms of 
processes, organisation and people systems.



Develop a change plan that defines actions, responsibilities and timeframe to induce focus 
on condition.



Analyse implications for HR like performance management, compensation and 
classification, recruiting, hiring and on-boarding, etc.

Five Key Change Management Strategies For ERP Projects 



5. Enable the Workforce

A critical part of Change Management strategy for an ERP project involves enabling the 
workforce to thrive within the transformed organisation.



Assess current workforce in terms of skills, abilities, experiences and capabilities; 
assess staffing impacts.



Develop and implement training strategies and plans to close learning gaps.



Well before go-live, help end-users, leaders, implementation team members, process 
owners, customer, suppliers understand how their processes and work are going to be 

impacted.

Five Key Change Management Strategies For ERP Projects 



“If everyone is moving forward together, 
then success takes care of itself.”

- Henry Ford



Choose the right Partner
Storm Technology work with clients to design and build 
processes, teams and roles that support your change. We 
engage and motivate employees, mobilize the workforce, build 
momentum, smooth the transition and help sustain long-term 
results.

Develop a Strategy
Ensure project success with a bespoke Change Management 
and adoption plan covering all elements of people 
management from communications to resistance management.

Communication
Managing project communication ensures that there is a
structured process for imparting key project information to
stakeholders or stakeholder groups.

Weathering the Storm of Change Management 



Benefits Realisation
Storm’s benefits realisation stream begins by identifying and 
quantifying expected project benefits and developing a plan to 
ensure those benefits are realised once the implementation 
project has been completed. 

Workforce Transition
Workforce transition management involves identifying the areas 
of the project that will have an impact on workforce roles and 
responsibilities and guiding the organisation from the existing 
business processes, work practises and organisational structures 
to the new versions of each that will exist after the new ERP 
solution has been implemented.

Training Needs
Investment in good quality training will have benefits long after 
the project is completed. Storm identify the learning needs and 
develop a detailed curriculum and ensure effective delivery of 
training. 

Weathering the Storm of Change Management 



Conclusion
Ensuring a successful ERP business transformation
project is dependent on much more than
revamping specific processes or the ERP software
product you choose. Success requires Change
Management planning from the very beginning
through to the crafting of your business case for
change. It is dependent on the strength of your
team, your knowledge of the ERP market, and a
willingness to accept and implement long-term
change.

Establishing methods, processes and implementing
good technology is relatively easy for many
organisations but introducing people creates some
difficulty. Enabling people with effective and
efficient processes to utilise ERP functional
technology will yield the results that your business
is seeking: a profitable company, reduced costs and
productive employees



Get In Touch

Storm Technology are dedicated to the process of Change
Management and user adoption. We ensure employees and
stakeholders are involved and supported throughout the
change by designing plans to meet the communication,
stakeholder, management, coaching and training needs of the
business.

We have experienced staff dedicated to the process and our 
team consists of certified change practitioners, qualified trainers, 
a psychotherapist and corporate communicators.

To contact our solution experts, click here

https://www.storm.ie/solutions/by-business-focus/change-management/
https://www.storm.ie/contact/
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